
Keeneland Race Course

10/29/2011

Contender Analysis:  #8 ARBORIA had a very poor outing last out.  May return to better form today and make this 
one a very likely contender this out. #11 DANCING COMPASS has been on a bit of a layoff after a fair showing 
time before last.  Is not all that likely to come back strong today and appears to be a weak contender. #10 
SINGLES BAR May be up to the task at hand and is a moderate possibility for being a factor in this first time out 
effort.

Race 1

Contender Analysis:  #11 THUNDER AND BELLE regressed in last after a fair effort the time before last.  A bit 
likely to return to better form today and appears to have a good shot at being close up today. #4 CHROME 
CRUISER trailed the field in last in a come back effort from a break in the action. My show some improvement 
this time around and could be a factor in this one. #2 DA NELLA looked very much off form in last which might 
have been a fluke but is likely to show us some more today. Has a moderate shot at being in contention.

Race 2

Contender Analysis:  #5 CHICALELEE made a consistent effort in last race and in general has been consistent in 
recent efforts. May be ready to pop a good one off today? Is likely to be on board. #4 DEPUTY DARLING may be 
sharp this out after a short break in the action and a weak performance last out.  A fair possibility today. #3 SUZ 
SLEW put out a lack luster effort in last.  Appears like a moderate possibility with a fair chance of being in-the-
money.

Race 3

Contender Analysis:  #1 COMPROMISIN I'MNOT has been training well and may be in contender on this maiden 
time around. Has been training well enough and appears to be a probable contender. Could be on board today. 
#4 GOLDRUSH GIRL looks somewhat likely to improve again today after putting in two career races. A fair 
possibility today. #5 HARLAN SHOWGIRL had a very good second outing and may be able to show good form 
again today. A moderate possibility.

Race 4

Contender Analysis:  #4 SILENT JOY ran poorly last out but there is some indication that this one is ready to put 
in an improved effort this time out.  A probable contender. #9 BLACK TULIP has not raced recently but has a 
good chance of coming back in competitive condition. A moderate possibility. #10 I'AM TOORIFIC put in a useful 
effort last out posting improved figures. May be able to repeat last effort this out and be a contender today.

Race 5
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Contender Analysis:  #4 THREE ALLIES raced well first time out and may be up to it again today. Appears ready 
to put in a good effort this out. #12 I LIKE IT has not be a the top of the game as of late and looks likely to 
improve some today.  A moderate possibility. #8 CORLEONE appears to have been racing well enough lately 
and could be up to being in contention today.  Is a moderate possibility with some likelihood at being in the mix.

Race 6

Contender Analysis:  #11 WINSLOW HOMER looked a bit off last time around but looks ready to look on today. 
Has a good shot at being on board in today's action. #6 TAZZ has put out two good efforts in a row. Could make 
a similar effort today which would make this one a factor today. A fair possibility this out. #5 TIMELESS FASHION 
raced poorly in last and then took a short break.  Should return to previous form and has a fair chance of being a 
contender today.

Race 7

Contender Analysis:  #11 JOINEM coming back from vacation and may be ready to run today.  A very probable 
contender this out. #7 DEAL MAKING should be competitive with this kind.  Has been racing evenly and appears 
to be a probable contender today. #6 ASPHALT put in a throw out race in last and should return to more normal 
form today.  A fair chance of being a competitor this out.

Race 8

Contender Analysis:  #12 MISSION IMPAZIBLE has had a break from the action and may be ready for some 
action today.  A good possibility this time around. #8 WISE DAN has looked sharp in the last two and should be 
regarded as a fairly likely contender with an in-the-money likelihood today. #11 WORKIN FOR HOPS raced well 
in last showing improvement over the time before last and may be able to better that effort today.  A somewhat 
likely contender with improvement.

Race 9

Contender Analysis:  #6 PIQUANT appears to be a very strong possibility today after coming back from of a short 
break.  Should be among the leaders and is very likely to be on board today. #11 TYCOON ran evenly in last 
after a break in the action time before last which may be a signal for improvement today.  Is somewhat probable 
contender today. #3 VOODAT has been laid off and might be ready to make a mild bid today.  May be in 
contention.

Race 10
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